Segmental movement: definition of the structural requirements for loop closure in catalysis by triosephosphate isomerase.
To determine what drives the closure of the active-site loop in the reaction catalyzed by triosephosphate isomerase, several residues involved in hydrogen bonding between the loop and the bulk of the protein have been altered. It was known from earlier work that the loop serves two functions: to stabilize the reaction intermediate (and the two transition states that flank it) and to prevent the loss of this unstable species into free solution. To discover what elements of the protein are necessary for proper closure of the loop, selective destabilization of the "open" and the "closed" forms of the enzyme with respect to one another has been attempted. The mutant Y164F isomerase has been prepared to evaluate the importance of the structure of the "open" form, and the mutant E129Q, Y208F, and S211A enzymes have allowed investigation of the "closed" form. The integrity of the loop itself has been destabilized by making the T172A isomerase. We have found that only those mutations that destabilize the "closed" form of the enzyme significantly perturb the catalytic properties of the isomerase. The second-order rate constants (kcat/Km) of the S211A and E129Q enzymes are reduced 30-fold, and that of the mutant Y208F enzyme is reduced 2000-fold, from the level of the wild-type enzyme. The dramatic drop in activity of the Y208F enzyme is accompanied by a 200-fold increase in the dissociation constant of the intermediate analogue phosphoglycolohydroxamate. The most important property of the mobile loop of triosephosphate isomerase lies, therefore, in the stability of the system when the active site contains ligand and the loop is closed.